PET TWEETS

Jelena
Jensen
Follow us at twitter.com/GrlsofPenthouse for the
chance to have your favorite Pets answer your
questions in an upcoming issue.

Some celebrities get things they’re known for—like their legs or
ass—insured. Would you ever get your breasts insured?
’I’ve never actually given it any thought. Maybe I should!

You have incredible natural breasts. If you hadn’t been born
with such amazing assets, do you think that you would have
gotten implants?
No. I don’t really care for big boobs and used to wish mine were smaller. I LOVE
small boobs!

A lot of adult stars these days are writing books. Would you
ever consider writing a book about your time in porn?
I think my personal life would be a lot more intriguing than my business life! Even
before I got into the adult business I was always told that my life story would
make a great book or movie. At this time a book is not something I plan on
doing, but never say never.

Of all the girls you’ve worked with, who’s your favorite? Who
haven’t you worked with who’s on your scene wishlist?
My fave to date is definitely Andy San Dimas. That girl can kiss like no other! As
far as whom I haven’t worked with yet that I want to is Sandy from Club Sandy.
Thankfully she wants to work with me as well, so that will most likely happen in
the very near future.
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From your tweets, it seems like you’re a pretty healthy eater. What’s
your one guilty pleasure food?
French fries are my fave, but I don’t eat them that often.

Other than you, who do you think has the best breasts in the business?
I can’t quite think of anyone in particular. Any pair of all natural B or C cup breasts
gets an A+ in my book!

Do you have any kinks or fetishes that you enjoy in your personal
life but haven’t done on film?
I don’t think so. I’m not all that crazy when it comes to my personal life. I just like to
get fucked really hard!

Where do you see yourself 10 years from now?
I have absolutely no idea! This is actually one of my most hated questions because
there’s no way to know the future. Ten years ago I never would have guessed that
I would be where I am today.

You’re an amazing girl/girl performer. Have you ever dated a girl in
your personal life?
I did casually date a girl before but I’ve really come to the realization that bitches be
crazy! Ha ha ha! All jokes aside, I’m more satisfied in a relationship with a man than
with a woman.

What kind of photos are your favorite to shoot as a model? What
about as the photographer?
As both a model and photographer I love shooting glamour that leans more towards
the artistic and fetish genres.
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